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HAND OF HOPE
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Ms. Diana

     IInd year, MSc Nursing



 Ms.Amrutha H.C

         II year   PBBSc Nursing

POWERFUL LESSON
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A boy David was born to certain
family. The mother was so excited
that she hardly put him down one
day she left him sleeping and went
to the garden. When she was there
the house caught fire and she ran
back home as Fast as possible to
save her only son, people tried to
stop her, they didn’t succeed. She
went in ,found the boy untouched.
unfortunately her hair caught fire
as she was going out and she
started to burn. It was a very bad
for the rest of her life because she
had to live with a scar.
The boy grew up and became very
rich and shifted to town but in real
sense, he was ashamed of his
mother’s scars, when people asked
him he would say” I don’t have
someone so ugly in Our family as
my mother”
One day his nom overheard how
his son was telling people and she
was very disappointed,  She
decided to travel to town to
explain his son what had
happened  and the reason behind
her  ugliness.

But unfortunately the bus she
was travelling with got an
accident and the mother  died .
The boy heard the news and
felt very happy, he then rushed
to the village and found people
sad. He just passed them and
went direct to mother room to
search for important
documents. He shocked to find
her mother’s oldest dairy book
written.
Date 5th sept 1980- I was
announced the winner of miss
India beauty contest. 
Date :-14th Jan 1982- My
husband passed away in road
accident and left me 6 months
pregnant
Date:- 2nd July 1983 – I saved
my only son david from a fire
and I ended up with loosing my
hair while scars left on my face.
David fell too bad and started
crying but it was too late !too
late!
“We will never know the true
value of a person until they
becomes memories.”

MOTHER:



STORIES OF LOVE

Mirror is telling lies

Eyes are telling stories

The stories that, never end......

The stories that, nobody knows......

The stories that, faded by time........

 

 A  thousands of fake stories....

 Rolling down through those eyes

 Somewhere some strange friends

 Were   handovered these stories

 The stories of LOVE......!!!
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Life.......
 

Life is like a book.....
Some chapters are sad

Some are happy and
Some are exciting too...
But if your never turn

The next page your will
Never know what is waiting for you......

 
 Sometimes, it is taugh

 Sometimes , it is simple
 Sometimes, you find the way

 Sometimes, you lose it,
 Believe in yourself, you can tackle..

 The hardest of all  situations.
 

How others see you, is not important 
How you see yourself, means everthing

Always enjoy each and every 
Moments of life....

Not everything that counts can be counted!
And not every thing that’s counted truly counts! 

Life is like that......!
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 Ms.Jithu Maria sunil

    IInd year B.Sc Nursing 
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A SEA SHORE SIGHT
 

This sea shore sight
And that glowing light

Makes my heart insight
Entering to a great delight

 
On that rock hits a bide
With a roar quite solid

Then it breaks into pieces
And returns to where  it was

 
This is the same to our own kind

Do your best
 

Then there arises rock
The rock of death

Where our life hits and breaks
And returns to its own form

that is 
to the same eternity.



On a rainy day

 

He gave me an umbrella

To notto make me wet.

But I didn’t invite him to get inside.

It was that moment I saw him on his eyes.

It’s not about friendship.

Perhaps more than that.

It accompanied me in that wall

To make me warm  in that rain.

But why I didn’t invite him to get inside

On a rainy day

He gave me an umbrella.
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FOR EVERY SEASONS
 

I forget to say
‘I love you’

While we are walking
Through the rain

With  the joined hands.
 

  I forget to say
  ‘Miss You’

  While I’am sitting
  In the garden

  In beautiful spring
I forget to say

‘ I am with you’
While all the leaves are falling

Down from the trees
In the automn
  I Forget to say

  ‘ I feel you’
  While the snowfalls

  Every where
  In the coldish winter

 
But now, I member to say 

‘You are my all in all’
When all is dred and dying

Without you
In the summer of March
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 Who is a winner?
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“ In the maiden of fields they wept,
their eyes indexed valleys” . A song
taken from a lament. Who is a
winner. The one who forgives of the  
one who takes revenge. Since the
times of sages the tag of winner
always stays an equation alike of
one   divided by Zero (1/10).

The context of the situations faced
by India and all over the globe the
question “who is the winner” is so
much valuable and need to be
discussed. The forgiveness a
theological value stands at an end,
the other end holds with revenge a
mature human value. The condition
of intolerance and disturbing
atmosphere created now is so much
challenging to be the argumentative
India. The main reason to be
commenced with provocation is the
war  that happen inside all of us.
They one who excites disturbances;
they are having serious mental
arguments of “who is the winner”.

In the century we see many
type of untouchabilities. A lot
of changes are happening in
our society today. The man
who was one has been
betrayed and the seeds of
fanaticism  have been sown
among them. Those who
formely had no distinction of
border or wall, who paid a
higher price for humanity then
religion, are now afraid to face
each other.
Who changed this? For what?
Since when was the religious
friendly country enslaved by
religious sparts? “Who is the
winner”



A Precious Life:

 

Every day think as you wake up,

Today I am fortunate

To have woken up

I am alive.

I have the precious human life

I am not going to waste it.

I am going to use all my energies to develop my self.

To expand my heart to others.

To achieve  enlightenment

For the benefits of all the being

I am going to have kind thought towards others.

I am not going think badly about others.

I am going to benefit others as much as I can

 Ms. TenzingIsepa

  I year PBB.Sc Nursing
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Ms. Aparna Bose

       Ist year B.Sc Nursing
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Today coffee is grown in a
multitude of countries
around the world. Whether it
is Asia as Africa, central or
south America, the Islands of
the Caribbean or pacific , all
can trace their heritage to
the tics in the ancient coffee
forests on the Ethiopian 
 plateau.

How India Got Its Coffee?
Genesis of India Coffee:
 It all began four centuries
ago when Saint Baba Budan,
an Arab Mystic returned
feemMeeca with I seeds of
the wonders bean, coffee. He
planted them in the
Chandragiri Hills of
Karnataka  whose conducive
climate and altitude proved
ideal for coffee cultivation.

Coffee Robusta or
Concephora -It is commonly
called Robusta. It is less
flavourful and aromatic than
Arabica,it is widly used and
less expensive  coffee.
10 Steps to Coffee
1Harvesting the coffee cherry
2.Processing the coffee
cherry
a. Dry method- cherry coffee
b. Wet method-Parchment
coffee
3. Drying the beans
4. Hulling 
5. Polishing
6. Grading and sorting
7. Exporting the beans
8. Tasting the coffee
9. Roasting the coffee
10. Grinding of coffee
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Today coffee is grown in a
multitude of countries around
the world. Whether it is Asia
as Africa, central or south
America, the Islands of the
Caribbean or pacific , all can
trace their heritage to the tics
in the ancient coffee forests
on the Ethiopian  plateau.

How India Got Its Coffee?
Genesis of India Coffee:
 It all began four centuries ago
when Saint Baba Budan, an
Arab Mystic returned
feemMeeca with I seeds of the
wonders bean, coffee. He
planted them in the
Chandragiri Hills of Karnataka  
whose conducive climate and
altitude proved ideal for
coffee cultivation.

Types of coffee grown in
chikmagalur
Coffee Arabice :- It is the
highest quality and very much
expensive. If grown best in
high attitudes and producer a
very flavourful and aromatic
coffee Arabica is exclusively
grown in  
Chikmagalur.

Coffee Robusta or Concephora -
It is commonly called Robusta.

It is less flavourful and
aromatic than Arabica,it is

widly used and less expensive 
 coffee.

10 Steps to Coffee
1. Harvesting the coffee cherry
2. Processing the coffee cherry
a. Dry method- cherry coffee

b. Wet method-Parchment
coffee

3. Drying the beans
4. Hulling 

5. Polishing
6. Grading and sorting
7. Exporting the beans

8. Tasting the coffee
9. Roasting the coffee
10. Grinding of coffee

Coffee:- Break
• Coffee break gives the
brain a quick break
•A coffee a day
definitely keeps the
sleep away coffee in
acts as a stimulamt for
the brain and the whole
body



Ms.AsiyaBanu

  Ist year B.Sc(Nursing) 
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Coffee is very important to people
because it gives people students as it
can release stress from your body.
• Coffee wakes people up and gives
them energy to get through daily work
tasks they might not have any interest
in anomplixhing.
• Coffee had become our friend. Helps us
wake up, Help us achiev it
• Coffee is a health drink.
• Coffee stop headache
• Its boosts your mood
• Distances you from colon cancer 
• Coffee may help ward-off asthma &
clear nasal passages.
• Coffee continue antioxidants  that
fights against viral and infection
Bactria.
•  Coffee prevents formation of   dental
cavities.
• Too much of coffee has its downside
also-it might because an addiction to
caffeine. So drink your cup of coffee but
only in a moderate amount to ensure a
healthy you.



A tribute to all who lost their dear ones in 2004
TSunami
In the silence of the night
Thoughts ran after the fatal day
I was only three
I went to the shore first time.
I enjoyed the Infinite sky 
Amazed at the sight of waves
Wondered looking at the clouds
Played with empty shells
Brother builtthe sand house.
 Waves salaried ticking our feet
 Danced upon us and showered us
Waves with drew back.....
Suddenly “Harbour  Waves” bit the shore
Swallowed everybody
All my dear ones...............
I lost everything ..... I lost everybody
Lost all the warm and love
Lost all the cosiness and care
I was left alone
Nobody there to rack me
Nobody there to console me
I cried and cried....................
Marks of tears Formed on my cheeks
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Back to shore after years........

 I hear the call of my Mom

 My app’s voice

 My brother's concern

 All the Sweet memories rushed to my mind 

 Tears trickle down my cheeks

 I struggle to make out faces

 All worthless attempts.....

 Sun sets in the horizon

 With a   reddish smile .....

 Three birds flew across the horizon....

 I walked back with another ocean in my mind.....

 Ms.Kripa C George

      1st year B.Sc Nursing
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A DAY AT THE SEASHORE:

ABOUT.,‘A Day  at the Seashore'.. is the
poem that consoles the sorrowing poet in

the seashore. Here seashore takes the
role of a mentor indicating all those who

remain in the 
‘Shore of Darkness: - Life’.

There is a dark vibe
Falling on my face

My lashes were just closed
I wept.......

  Dark vibes again meaning
  I am deliberately writing

  Think about my end.
  Again I wept....

Nothing left to say
Like the words ran away

Alone   again
With  my seashore...

  The waves whisper tie me
  Calling me to the soft

  The water sweeps over my feet
  Surrounds where I stand

POEM

Then the seashore mumble
-“leave your foot”

And breathe in
The air that's been

Given to you”
  I mugged up the way air

  And  smiled.
  Sun kissed my face

  I smiled again
After a great moment 

Wiping my tears
I asserted......

“Darkness is not sad...
It's poetic...... it’s attitude.....

 Ms.APARNABOSE

I year B.Sc. Nursing
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ANGELIC HANDS
 
 

Nurses - so called angels, who walks on earth
Hiding their wings, mutated to caring hands

for these are no ordinary hands
as it heals by touching

for eyes may see, the mouth may speak
but they’re my hands

that carry out healing skills
I will wash away the germs

as all enduring cleanliness virtue next to godliness
for my hands welcome anew born,

and close the eyelids for the one last time
for my hands have measured, the growth of life

and felt souls of those I touched
for my hands have compressed sternum for persisting life

and restrained those self harming
I will wash away the germs

as my heavenly hands share mercy not misery
for my hands may be black or white

and female or male in gender
but they are the noblest one

so I’ll rinse, soap, scrub, and rinse
coolest cheapest cleanest thing to do

why to hesitate when a little water can do it
I will wash away the germs

as all enduring cleanliness virtue next to godliness
I will wash away the germs

as my heavenly hands share mercy not misery

Ms.AKANGSHAW ANNE PAIVA 

1st year MSc Nursing 
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  DAD......

God  took the strength of a mountain 
The majesty of a tree
The warmth of a  sun

The calmness of a quiet sea
The generous soul of future

The wisdom arm of right
The power of the ages

The joy of the morning in spring
The faith of a mustard seed

The radiance of eternity
The depth of a family reed

Then god combined these qualities
When he knew this masterpiece was complete

And so they called it..... ‘Dad’

Ms.Maria Jose

       IIIrd year B.Sc. nursing
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Mr. Mahadeva M.D

       IInd year P.B.B.Sc Nursing
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Mr. Mahadeva M.D
       IInd year P.B.B.Sc Nursing 78



Mrs Nithya

     Asst. Professor (Community

health Nursing)
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 Mrs Shilpa G.K

IstP.B.B.Sc Nursing
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 Ms. Shilpa G.K

IstP.B.B.Sc Nursing
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MS.Shilpa G.K

IstP.B.B.Sc Nursing
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Ms.Jyothi

I year P.B.B.Sc Nursing
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Ms. Annapoorna K.H

IstP.B.B.Sc Nursing
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Mr.Chandan Kumar A.M

II P.B.B.Sc (N)
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Mr. Jeevan . M.D 
II year P.B.B.Sc



Mr. Jithu Maria Sunil

IInd year B.Sc Naursing
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Ms Sheena Babu

IInd year P.B.B.Sc (N)
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Sherin Cyril

IVth year B.Sc (N)
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Mrs Prashma  

Lecturer

Critical Care Nursing  
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Prof.. Umarani J  

Professor/vice principal     

Dr PriyaReshmaAranha 

Asscociate Professor/HOD   

Mrs Renita Priya Dsouza 

Asst Professor  

Mrs Melba Roshini

Asst Professor 

Mrs Benazeera  

        Asst Professor           
Mrs SharinNeetalDsouza

Lecturer
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Mrs Janet Miranda 

Associate Professor/Vice-Principal    

Dr.Padmapriya  

Associate Professor/HOD 

Mrs.Vinayakumari 

Assistant Professor     

Ms Amisha Amin 

                
     Lecturer                
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